ABSTRACT. In this article, we report 3D numerical simulations of highly conductive nonmagnetic particles dispersed in a moderately conductive matrix, subject to an AC magnetic field in a range of several hundred kHz. We address the issue of the scaling of current loops and heating power with respect to the volume fraction of the dispersed phase. Simulations are performed in two steps. First, a static electric potential gradient is imposed between two opposite faces of the simulation domain and an effective conductivity is computed in good agreement with percolation models. Second, the particles are constrained in a spherical subregion and an AC magnetic field is imposed at the boundary of the domain. For small volume fractions, the induced Joule power is in good agreement with an analytical model of dilute dispersions. As the volume fraction increases, wider current loops form, until the percolation threshold is reached. Then the induced power in the spherical aggregate is well described by the power induced in an equivalent sphere with a volume-fraction-dependent conductivity.
INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic induction heating of heterogeneous materials has been an active field of research for decades. In domains as diverse as polymer composites [1] [2] [3] , civil engineering [4, 5] , chemistry [6] , electronics [7] , or medicine [8] , a conductive dispersed phase is used to convert electromagnetic energy into heat. Generally, the conductive phase is a dispersion of magnetic particles such as iron, or an entanglement of carbon fibres for higher frequency applications. However, few studies focus on non-magnetic conductive particles, although they can play a significant role in induction heating processes where temperature exceeds the Curie point, or where multiphase melts are involved [9] [10] [11] .
Besides, from a theoretical point of view, the effective conductivity of composite materials has been thoroughly investigated through homogenization and percolation theories (see for example [12, 13] ). Nevertheless, few authors reported studies on the theoretical scaling of the induced Joule power in the presence of an AC magnetic source [14] [15] [16] .
In this article, we report 3D numerical simulations of eddy currents in highly conductive non-magnetic particles (typically metallic inclusions) dispersed in a moderately conductive matrix (typically a glass melt of conductivity 1 to 10 S/m), subject to an AC magnetic field in a range of several hundred kilohertz. Here, we address the issue of the scaling of current loops and heating power with respect to the volume fraction of the dispersed phase.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we present a theoretical approach of the induction heating of dilute dispersions, followed by a description of the simulation process. Then, we present the results of the simulations and compare the data to the models. Finally, we draw some concluding remarks.
MODEL AND SIMULATION

Induction heating of a dilute dispersion of spheres
We consider a non-magnetic conductive sphere, of conductivity σ and radius a, suspended in vacuum, and subject to an AC magnetic induction field of magnitude B and angular frequency ω. We assume that ≪ / , with c the speed of light, in other words we assume that the electromagnetic field is quasi-static. The time-averaged electromagnetic power, P, dissipated in the sphere is [17] :
where µ 0 is the vacuum permeability, δ is the skin depth defined as = √2/ 0 , and f is a dimensionless function of the normalized radius / , such that:
where represents the spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order n. The function f, plotted in figure 1a, takes the value 1 for = , and is an increasing function of / . Due to the skin effect, the scaling is different for ≪ , where the heating power increases as ( / ) 5 , and ≫ , where the exponent is reduced to 2. Now, we consider a dilute dispersion of such spheres, assuming that each sphere is not influenced by its neighbors. With the volume fraction occupied by the spheres, the timeaveraged electromagnetic power, P v , dissipated by unit of volume of the effective medium is:
with g a dimensionless function of / defined by:
The function g is plotted on figure 1b. It has a maximum where a is of the order of δ. In other words, the dissipation of electromagnetic power in the dispersion reaches a maximum when the particle size is of the same order of magnitude as the skin depth in the particles. The theory developed above may be valid only for dilute dispersions. On the other hand, as the volume fraction of the conductive phase grows, particles touch and form bigger and bigger clusters. Larger and larger current loops will develop, and the scaling of the heating power should be different from the dilute model, as we will see below. In this paper, we use numerical simulations to investigate this phenomenon. The next subsections will describe the simulation process.
Materials description
The electromagnetic field is solved at the scale of the particles. The particles are randomly distributed without exclusion constraint. Overlapping particles of constant diameter give a fair approximation of a random material [13] . An example of dispersion is reported in figure 2.
The normalized conductivity is 0 = 1 in the matrix and 1 = 10 6 in the dispersed phase. This ratio is typically encountered when dealing with a metallic phase, of conductivity around 10 6 S/m at high temperature, dispersed in a glass melt of conductivity 1 to 10 S/m. The conductivity field is mapped on a 3D rectangular mesh of 100 3 cells. The particle radius is set to two hundredths (0.02) of the whole simulation box. The mesh is refined near the particles interface, up to 3 levels of recursion, in order to get a good resolution of the particles. By such means, a single particle contains around 16700 cells instead of 34 without refinement (see figure 2b) . Simulation strategy The electromagnetic scalar and vector potentials are solved in the frequency domain by a collocated finite volume method inspired by [18, 19] who solved static electric fields for electrohydrodynamics applications. Here, we extend their approach to quasi-static sinusoidal fields. According to the theory of induction, the complex magnetic vector potential must satisfy:
where J is the cell-centred electric current given by Ohm's law for conductors at rest:
where E is the electric field and V is the electric scalar potential. The zero divergence of J is insured if the scalar potential satisfies:
with the harmonic-interpolated value of the conductivity at cell faces. The solver has been implemented within the framework of the OpenFOAM® 2.3 finite volume library [20] . The coupled equations 5 and 7 are sequentially solved until global convergence is reached.
Generally, a gauge condition for the vector potential (typically the Coulomb gauge for induction heating) has to be enforced in order to ensure the uniqueness of the potentials. Nevertheless, we found that this procedure was not necessary in our simulation. The divergence of the vector potential is instead treated as an explicit source term without significantly hindering the convergence speed of the solution. In addition, the high conductivity ratio between the matrix and the particle yields ill-conditioned discretization matrices of equation 7. We employed a diagonal incomplete Cholesky preconditioner in pair with a multigrid solver, and set the tolerance on residuals to 10 -6 . Simulations are performed in two steps. First, particles are distributed across the whole simulation domain and a static electric potential gradient is imposed between two opposite faces of the mesh. An effective conductivity is computed from the total electric current flowing through the material. Second, the particles are constrained in a spherical sub-region and an AC magnetic field is imposed at the boundary of the domain. The time-averaged Joule loss is integrated over space and divided by the volume of the sub-region.
Due to the volume representation of the conductive particles, the frequency has to be set low enough that the skin depth exceeds several cell lengths. Since particles themselves are smaller than a dozen cells, the skin depth has the be larger than the particle size, in other words ≥ . For a metallic particle of conductivity 10 6 S/m, at 100 kHz, the skin depth is 1.6 mm. Thus, for sub-millimetre particles, the volume description of eddy currents is valid. In the remainder of the paper, we set the frequency to 100 kHz and the particle radius to 80 µm, so that / = 0.05.
The next section presents and discusses the results of the simulations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
DC conductivity
The computed effective conductivity at various volume fractions of particles is plotted on figure 3 . Two regions can be clearly identified: for vanishing volume fractions, the effective conductivity is of the same order of magnitude as that of the matrix. A sudden change in conductivity occurs past a volume fraction called the percolation threshold, around = 0.27. This value is in agreement with percolation theory of overlapping spheres [13] . The second region is then characterized by an effective conductivity of the same order of magnitude as the particle conductivity. In both regions, the scaling of the conductivity, eff , is well described by the following shifted power laws [12] :
where mat is the conductivity of the matrix, and:
where part is the conductivity of the particles. The fitted values of the exponents are = −1.13 ± 0.03 and = 1.78 ± 0.03. 
Induced power
Let us now turn our attention to the simulations of eddy currents. For these simulations, the particles are constrained in a spherical sub-region and an AC magnetic field is imposed at the boundary of the domain by enforcing an appropriate gradient of the vector potential. For illustration purposes, several current loops at a given volume fraction of 0.21 are plotted on figure 4 . Some of the loops are confined in a single particle while some others span through an aggregate of several particles. For each volume fraction, the time-averaged Joule loss is integrated over space. This heating power is normalized by the value of the power that would be induced in a macroscopic metallic sphere of the same radius as the spherical sub-region. According to equation 1, the normalized power, ′, is then given by:
where r is the radius of the macroscopic sphere.
Results are reported in figure 5 . For small volume fractions, the normalized Joule power is in good agreement with the analytical model of dilute dispersions (equation 3). Indeed, ′ is proportional to the volume fraction of particles (solid curve):
In other words, at small volume fractions, the particles are heated independently of one another. As the volume fraction increases, wider current loops form, until the percolation threshold is reached in the cluster. Then the induced power is determined by the size of the cluster it-self, which is limited to the size of the simulation domain. However, it appears that the induced power in the spherical cluster is well described by the power induced in an equivalent homogeneous conducting sphere of the same radius. The normalized power can be written as: where ( eff ) is the skin depth in a medium of conductivity eff . The corresponding effective conductivity is the volume-fraction-dependent DC effective conductivity above the percolation threshold given by equation 9. This model is plotted on figure 5 as a dashed curve. In the intermediate region, that is, in the range 0.15 < < 0.3, the Joule power is higher than both models. We can assume that this effect stems from small clusters that grow in size with the volume fraction, but whose surface enclosed by continuous conducting paths is still smaller than the simulation domain.
CONCLUSION
We studied the induction heating of a dispersion of conductive particles. We addressed the issue of the scaling of the heating power with respect to the volume fraction of the dispersed phase. 3D numerical simulations were performed on randomly distributed overlapping particles. For small volume fractions, the induced Joule power is in good agreement with an analytical model of dilute dispersions. As the volume fraction increases, wider current loops form, until the percolation threshold is reached. Then the induced power in the spherical aggregate is well described by the power induced in an equivalent sphere with a volumefraction-dependent conductivity. Our approach can be used to simulate induction heating of more specific and realistic heterogeneous media, such as polydisperse, non-overlapping, dispersions, or three-phase materials.
